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As well as respecting the limits of a calculator it is worth
remembering that the human brain is not inexhaustible. Boring
and repetitive calculations are tiring and can lead to errors from
carelessness or sheer fatigue. A telephone call from a patient or
an unexpected visitor from Porlock can likewise cause the
operator to press the wrong key or lose track of the calculation.
To guard against this I often write down the intermediate
results of a laborious calculation, even such a simple one as
adding up long columns of figures. I jot down, for instance, the
sum of each column separately or the cumulative sums: column
1, columns 1 +2, columns 1 +2 +3, and so on. This procedure

helps the operator to carry out the final and most important
part of his calculations, and that is to check them.

Always check the calculations. Check them right through, and
check them if possible in a different order from the first set of
calculations.
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A Modern Epidemic

Road accidents-priorities and possibilities
BY A SPECIAL CORRESPONDENT
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The experts I have talked to in the last few months are
unanimous about the main priorities: more effective action
against drinking and driving, and legislation to make seat-belt
wearing compulsory. There is also considerable agreement
about the need to reduce accidents in children and in young men
(both motocyclists and drivers) under 25, a group in which road
deaths account for nearly half the deaths from all causes.' Road
behaviour can often be most readily changed-or made less
important-by changes to the road environment, but at the same
time improved behaviour may be enough to surmount difficulties
of the environment2 -in other words, there must be a combina-
tion of approaches.

Children

When a 3-year-old boy on his own at a junction crossing is
knocked down by a driver who says that he had "eye contact
with him" and expected him to let the car pass,' the blame must
be shared by two people-the driver and the mother or other
person looking after the child-for not recognising the child's
limitations. This is true of most accidents to children, whether
they are pedestrians or cyclists. Adults must be given much
more precise guidance in this respect.

Driving instructors could show the learner in detail what to
look out for-Sandels gives a long list of such points, particularly
variations on the theme that children on the pavement are apt
to dash into the road for no apparent reason.' In her study a
disproportionate number of the drivers had had their licences
for seven years or less, and of those injuring children on crossings
over a third were under 25, often probably with little experience
of children. Similarly, we need to spell out the pitfalls to parents
very precisely, as Sandels does, with their practical implications,
such as using a harness with young children. Welfare clinics and
so on could help here. Road safety education at school and
children's traffic clubs may be effective if they influence parents,
and if possible directly involve them4; and games that children
play with their parents, such as the one produced by RoSPA
on the principle of snakes-and-ladders, seem worth encouraging.
But the road environment remains the easiest thing to change;
and health workers, teachers, and residents' associations must

press for minor improvements even where there is no scope for
major planning. Small changes such as limited rerouting of
traffic in residential and shopping areas, guard rails on pave-
ments, and (when they become generally legal) speed humps
may have an important effect-for example, an 80%,, drop in
pedestrian accidents in residential areas (which are mainly to
children) might come from restricting access to traffic and
reducing speeds.2

Motorcyclists (including scooter and moped riders)

Riders of two-wheeled motor vehicles are the one category of
road user with more fatal injuries-and higher death rates for
distance ridden-than 10 years ago,2 even though crash helmets
have become compulsory. In this time the smaller motorcycles
have become capable of higher speeds. It is therefore more than
ever important that riders not only should have conspicuous
and protective gear and safety devices but should be properly
instructed. One chief constable speaks of motorcyclists' apathy
about safety, adding that "only a small number took the trouble
to attend" a course on motorcycling technique.5 In some areas
there is more enthusiasm, but will voluntary courses ever reach
enough riders ? Though methods of instructions could probably
be improved, there is no doubt about the need for emphasising
safety margins to allow for drivers not noticing motorcyclists
-in other words, "defensive" riding, which has been defined as
"riding as if everyone else is an idiot."

Young drivers

Young drivers are also inexperienced drivers but they appear
to have a worse accident record than older new drivers, who
are more likely to be cautious; the under-20s had twice the
accident rate of the over-50s in the year after passing their
driving test in a recent study by the Transport and Road Research
Laboratory. Thus young drivers particularly need instruction
emphasising safety margins and the need to avoid aggressive
driving. But possibly the most potent way of making this group
safer would be to bring in "probationary" licences, to last for at
least a year after the driver passes his test, as in France. Here
the car carries a "P" sticker during this time and any accident
or offence prolongs the probationary period.6 Special retraining
courses might also help in some of these cases.
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Instructors could train the novice to work out safe routes
whenever possible, avoiding, for example, awkward right turns
even at the expense of a detour. This could be a permanent
help to those drivers who have difficulties in "processing" the
road scene. The driver's head, said Cohen, "should be encircled
with a crown of eyes." A diffuse awareness of this kind comes
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with experience, to a greater or lesser extent; but in the mean-
time novices may be helped by improvements to the layout of
roads and signs and other engineering measures. Much has
already been done with,the worst "black spots," but there is
still plenty of scope for trained observers to scrutinise the road
scene in this wayi-from the point of view of the inexperienced.
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What other countries do
Seat belts Pedestrians

The following European countries have mandatory seat belt
wearing: Austria, Belgium, Czechoslovakia, Denmark, Finland,
France (main roads and towns), Germany (East and West),
Hungary, Luxemburg, The Netherlands, Norway, Spain, Sweden,
Switzerland, USSR. (In most of these countries it is illegal
for children to sit at the front of a car.)

Drinking and driving

Sweden restricts the sale of alcohol and thus the opportunities
for drinking before driving-the "Wine and Spirit Central," a
Government-owned monopoly, provides the only retail outlets;
and a licence to serve alcohol is normally granted only if food is
also served. The price of alcohol, regulated by the Government, is
high; a pint of beer, for instance, costs about C1-50. Random
breath tests are carried out by the police on a large scale.

Road safety and car dependence

"Happiness is car-shaped" ("car" being represented by a
picture), proclaimed a recent advertisement for a well-known
small car. A community's dependence on cars is reflected in more
traffic and more accidents; and while the car is an enormous
boon dependence on it may become extreme. Some people get
out their cars even to do minor shopping at the bottom of the
road; whether this is from laziness, habit, or the rush of life, it
adds unnecessarily to traffic congestion and the frustration of
drivers-and many of our urban accidents occur during short
journeys.8 It also increases the danger from parked cars in
shopping areas.
The risk at any one time being so small, however, people are

more likely to be impressed by the message of fitness than of
safety. In a recent case in which a man was convicted of driving
with a blood alcohol concentration of 231 mg/100 ml, it was said
that he had only been visiting a friend, a distance of half a mile
there and back.9 A particular danger of car dependence is that
people are loth to forego driving when unfit in any way, whether
from drinking or from other causes. This is a matter for long-
term education.

Information and education

A point that has come up several times in these articles is the
need to give people better factual information-as distinct from
vague exhortations-about specific risks. Being aware of the
facts does not mean that one acts on them-as we know only
too well from propaganda about alcohol and driving and many
other public health issues-but well-motivated people (mothers,
for instance) may create unnecessary risks through thoughtless-
ness or ignorance. The hazard to driving arising from many
drugs and from their interaction with alcohol is an important
example (8 November, p 1415). Othef examples are the dangers
of fatigue, and the steps that can be taken to avoid or reduce it
(25 November, p 1471); the fact that elderly drivers seem to
have a specially high accident rate at junctions and would be well
advised to work out alternative routes where possible (also p
1471), and that elderly pedestrians may be quite unsafe on their
own in traffic (13 January, p 101); and the extra risk run by
pedestrians crossing the road near a parked vehicle or in the
dark or the wet (or, worse still, both). Propaganda evoking fear
and horror does not appear to be really effective6; the various
approaches must be continually assessed.

Traffic lights-In most other countries lights change straight
from red to green, with no intermediate amber phase tempting
drivers to start too soon and harass pedestrians.

School crossing patrols-Children serve as patrols at school
crossings in, for example, Minneapolis, Minnesota; Stockholm;
Adelaide; and The Netherlands-they can be used in larger
numbers, their reactions tend to be quicker, and they are more in
tune with the young children than are adult patrols.

School buses-In the United States and Canada flashing lights
on school buses act as a signal to all traffic behind them to stop-
the children have absolute priority.

Pedestrian discipline-In most European countries it is illegal to
cross the road within a certain distance of a pedestrian crossing.

Doctors and other health professionals should take every
opportunity to give information and advice to individuals, while
surgeries and health centres and youth and old people's clubs
can put over various specific messages. But the media could be
even more influential through facts and attitudes put over in,
say, plays or features unconnected with road accidents. Many of
our most potent motives and values are inimical to road safety,
as Naatanen and Summala have argued6; and in the long run we
need to improve both knowledge and attitudes through education
and through the media. This applies just as much to safety
measures that are enforced by law, for a law will not be truly
effective unless people understand and accept the reasons for it
and indeed know what the law says. The social acceptability of
breaking traffic regulations-and the pressure to do so-
clearly call for a change of values.

Freedom and the law

The evidence discussed in these articles has often pointed to
the need for better law and law enforcement as well as better
knowledge of risks. Some argue that we are overburdened with
regulations and do not want to add to our traffic law-and that
we should not try to mollycoddle people or to stifle risk taking.
But catastrophe may strike someone other than the risk taker.
And are thrills really created by not taking simple precautions ?
Racing drivers, for example, do wear seat belts.

It would be pleasant to think that safe behaviour could be left
to everyone's knowledge, judgment, and better nature; but
experience suggests otherwise for many aspects of road safety.
Immediately after the 1967 legislation on drinking and driving,
and the publicity that went with it, behaviour changed even
though many drivers when questioned still overestimated what
they could safely drink and their knowledge did not seem to have
improved.1' Interestingly, most approved of the new police
powers. In a recent American study on crash helmets, the
attitude of motorcyclists was more favourable to them in states
that still had mandatory wearing of helmets than in states that
had repealed the law, even though knowledge about them was
everywhere poor.1" Thus the law can educate as well as protect;
some people do not need it, but many do-most of all those who
are unlikely to know and assess the facts or act on them other-
wise.
We do not want a gratuitous proliferation of rules and

regulations, but must look for a balance. Speaking recently on
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transport studies and the quality of life, Allsop quoted Bentham's
saying that a measure of government conforms "to the principle
of utility when ... the tendency which it has to augment the
happiness of the community is greater than any which it has to
diminish it.""2 With 348 000 casualties, including 6600 deaths,
in 1977,2 road safety regulations to prevent even a modest
fraction of this toll must surely augment rather than diminish
the happiness of the community.

I am grateful to the following for helpful discussion: Professor R E
Allsop, transport studies group, University College London; Dr
J D J Havard, British Medical Association; and Mr K Russam,
Transport and Road Research Laboratory.
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MATERIA NON MEDICA

Equatorial RTA

Gan was beautiful. An island in the Maldive group, a mile and a
half long by half a mile wide and almost on the equator, it had blue
sea and silver beaches with cocopalms reaching gracefully out over
them. There was also the tropical moon, the Southern Cross, the lush
jungle vegetation, breadfruit trees, pawpaws, live turtles to catch and
eat, and the general feeling of man-ana. During the second world
war there was an allied garrison there, simply to keep it from the
Japanese, who could have made good use of it.
The post of anaesthetist to the small hospital was not an onerous

one. During my six months' posting there, I had time to read and to
talk and to think-a luxury never enjoyed before or since. I found that
sleeping before lunch was a mistake, for one could then not sleep
after lunch, so we forced ourselves to fish, bathe, or play tennis in
the heat of the late morning. My only fear in this paradise was that
I might myself be stricken with an appendix, for under the circum-
stances it could have been only a local, and the young Indian surgeon
had not my entire confidence.
A continuous peripheral road joined the several units-headquarters,

the anti-aircraft unit, the coastal defence unit, the stores, the bakery,
the hospital, etc-an ideal arrangement. One could walk round it in
under an hour, and we frequently did. This road, however, was to
prove our undoing.

Ceylon Headquarters, under whose administrative care we lived,
thought we might be raided, and decreed a practice blackout to
protect us against this eventuality. The only sirens were hand-
operated and were mounted in trucks that were to tour the island.
The big night came. The two trucks set out from headquarters in
opposite directions round the peripheral road.
There was, of course, only one possible outcome, and it happened

about halfway round, just outside the hospital. The two trucks, with
lights extinguished, driving hell for leather with sirens loudly blasting,
neither saw nor heard each other, until they collided head-on.

Miraculously the injuries were only trivial, and the whole incident
was voted the best joke of the whole occupation by most of those
present.
The blackout was not repeated.-E J DENNISON (retired general

practitioner, East Grinstead).

Numbered days?

The early ENIAC computer filled several rooms and was kept going
by teams of scientists. It was the pride of the late 1940s, its abilities
being equalled today by a device that fits into the palm of the hand.
No doubt primitive man, like children of today, used his fingers to
help to count, but the earliest mechanical aid was the abacus, which
was in use about 600 BC in the Far East. It was probably used by
people in trade and commerce, and is still in use today in various
countries.
The French philosopher Blaise Pascal built the first mechanical

adding machine in 1642, and this was refined for multiplication by
Leibnitz, his German follower, some years later. It was not until

1812, however, that Charles Babbage, an English inventor, drew up
plans for an automatic computer. Unfortunately, the British Govern-
ment withdrew support before his plans could be realised.

Perhaps it would have been a surprise to Aristotle if he could have
known that his system of logic was to be the basis of -modern
computers. He regarded thinking as a chain of logical steps, leading
from an initial statement to a final conclusion. It was in 1847 that
George Boole, an English philosopher, took Aristotle's logic and
built a "logical algebra" on it. This was regarded as a useless
mathematical game until Claude E Shannon of the Massachusetts
Institute of Technology used on/off switches in circuits to represent
Aristotle's true/false statements. Boolean algebra, as it became known,
proved a valuable tool in circuitry. I once attended an extra-mural
course on computers and was at one time au fait with such terminology
as the OR function, the NOT function, bits (binary digits), software
and hardware and flip-flops. I remember struggling with questions
like: "Draw a simple circuit represented by the equation: (A.B+ C).
(D+E)=L."

Electronics, the second world war, atomic energy, and the man-
on-the-moon project led to the rapid development of the modern
computer, replacing valves by transistors, which have themselves
been replaced by silicon chips. It is interesting that "carbon" life
has created intelligence which now uses "silicon" as the basic element.
Science fiction dreams loom nearer. Is the purpose of evolution to
create artificial intelligence with man being a mere step on the way ?
And what of the Cyborg-part man, part robot? As we replace more
and more ofman with artificial aids-joints, hearts, and devices for the
blind to "see"-the nearer we reach it. Perhaps a new ethics will be
needed, and journals will be forbidden to state whether applicants for
posts should be primarily human or robotic. Perhaps nobody will
think it important by then.-R E GOODMAN (general practitioner,
Northenden. Manchester).

Slipped disco?

Having been persuaded to spend an evening at my daughter's youth
club helping to "guard" an unlockable fire door, I was able to observe
a disco at first hand. All I had heard about the noise and flashing
coloured lights was true. I can quite believe they are epileptigenic
and migraine-producing. And as for my auditory nerves.... I think
it will take several days for full recovery. Why do they need it so loud ?
Stationed for one period in the corridor near the cloakrooms, I
decided that many of the girls must be suffering from cystitis but
my daughter assures me that they were only going to comb their
hair.

I was dismayed to see how many of the 13- to 15-year-olds were
smoking. Quite obviously antismoking propaganda is not reaching its
target. Perhaps it might help if youth club leaders (and school-
teachers) refrained from smoking in front of the youngsters ? One
plus point: clearly disco dancing is good exercise. All the boys and
girls who took part in a dance competition were very slim. All you
joggers, please note.-MYER GOLDMAN (consultant radiologist,
Liverpool).
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